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Context and objective
This contest is a part of the project "Co4AIR - Computers, Cognition and Communication in Control: A strategic partnership", funded by the European Commission through the Erasmus+ Key Action 203 Strategic Partnerships for Higher Education; see http://co4air.eu/. The contest is the result of a key project objective: to design and implement a challenge called “Co4-marathon”, which will require student teams to design, build, and test efficient solutions for a current and practical control problem. This will challenge the brightest students from partners institutions and allow to compare the various teaching systems through the contest result.

Task
The objective of each team is to race along a sequence of visual markers with a Parrot Mambo drone, in a simulated environment. The markers are square, placed on the floor, and have colors that stand out. To prevent ambiguity when multiple markers are present in the camera view, they must be followed in order of their color: red, green, blue, red, green, blue, etc. The environment provides the feed of the down-facing camera of the drone, as well as accurate position and attitude signals for the drone; and it allows setting the motor commands. The drone parameters will be fixed, but the sequence of marker positions will be unknown to the teams until the day of the contest. The teams will have to design (a) a computer vision algorithm to detect the markers and produce waypoints for the controller; or (b) a control algorithm that ensures the drone reaches each waypoint in the sequence to within a prespecified tolerance; or both (a) and (b). Teams may choose to do only (a) or only (b), in which case a default implementation of the missing component is supplied by the organizers. The programming environment is Matlab/Simulink.

Optionally, you may also develop and demonstrate a real-life solution for the marker following task, with the true Parrot Mambo.

Logistics
When and where? The contest will take place on the 1st of July 2021, at 1PM CET, online via Microsoft Teams. Details will be announced later. Please book 4 hours, until 5PM CET.

Who? Teams of 2 or 3 students (PhD, MSc, or BSc) are accepted. All students in a team should preferably come from the same institution. Due to the nature of the task, which mixes control and computer vision, we welcome teams with expertise in either systems and control, computer science, or a mix of both.

How to register? Send an email to lucian.busoniu@aut.utcluj.ro, the competition lead organizer, at the latest on the 20th of May. Include the composition of your team, your institution, a team name (pick a good name that will make the audience believe in you!), and (preliminarily, you may revisit this later) whether you plan to solve task (a), (b), or both.

How much? There are no fees for participation. If in the end the contest takes place on-site, and you are a student of a Co4AIR partner institution, then you may be eligible for travel and accommodation refunds up to a limit specified by Erasmus rules; please contact the project leader at your institution to confirm.

Evaluation
Your solution will consist of certain Simulink blocks and Matlab code, as described under Solution Development below. Each team must submit by email a draft solution two weeks before the competition, to be checked for incompatibilities with the framework. Then, the final solution is due one week in advance.

On the day of the contest, you will be evaluated by a jury composed of one member from each Co4AIR partner institution. You will have to present your technical approach (up to 10 minutes per team, including questions from the jury), and then demonstrate your solution. Teams will be sorted in descending order of their score, computed with the following formula:
\[ P + \left( 1 - \frac{T}{T_{\text{max}}} \right) + \left( 1 - \frac{M}{M_{\text{tot}}} \right) + B + R \]

where:

- \( P \) is your presentation score assigned by the jury
- \( T \) is the time to complete the task (via the safe landing of the drone), and \( T_{\text{max}} \) is a maximal time, which you will also get if you crash the drone or timeout
- \( M \) is the number of markers missed during your run (position not reached within the required tolerance), and \( M_{\text{tot}} \) is the total number of markers.
- \( B \) is a bonus which you receive if you performed both tasks (a) and (b).
- \( R \) is a bonus score that evaluates your real-life solution with the actual drone, if you choose to develop one.

The specific values for the range of \( P \) and \( R \) and the value of \( B \) will be published closer to the competition; we do not want students to overfit to the specific evaluation function used, your solution should work well in general! Also, keep in mind that the track (marker sequence) will be different from the one in the template.

**Environment setup guide**

Following this guide should result in a ready-to-use environment for Parrot minidrone control design, code generation and simulation.

**MATLAB**

MATLAB version 2019b must be used to guarantee compatibility with provided blocks/code. A fresh install is recommended. The following add-ons/toolboxes are needed:

- Computer Vision System Toolbox
- Aerospace Toolbox
- Aerospace Blockset
- Simulink Coder
- Simulink Control Design
- Simulink 3D Animation
- Robotics System Toolbox
- Robotics Systems Toolbox UAV Library

plus the:

**Support package for Parrot minidrones**

Install the Simulink® Support Package for Parrot® Minidrones, found here: [https://www.mathworks.com/hardware-support/parrot-minidrones.html](https://www.mathworks.com/hardware-support/parrot-minidrones.html) (alternatively, the package can be found by searching for it in the Add-on Explorer in MATLAB). Additional tutorials and examples can be found on this page. You can also use the documentation for the support package in MATLAB.

After the package is installed, you will be prompted to run the setup for the package. This step is necessary (and can be completed) only if you have a Parrot minidrone available and you wish to generate code for the drone and perform real-world flights. The Simulations will work regardless of the completion of the Set-up for the package. If you wish to perform this action later, you can do so from the Add-on Manager in MATLAB.

**Simulation template**

Provided in the archive is a Simulink project template. Create a new project from the provided template and perform a test run, to verify all is in order. Simulations can be run from the main model only: asbQuadcopter.

**Solution development**

After you have created a new project, you can begin the design and implementation of your solution as follows.
Depending on your preference you can choose to implement your own algorithms for the machine vision system, the control system, or both. These are the models you will be working in:

Opening the project will automatically open the main model where you will find the flightControlSystem model referenced (FCS), which references the flightController model.

Regardless of your choice in solution development, the inputs and outputs of the blocks that you will modify should not be changed. Moreover, any constants you need for your algorithms should be initialized in the initConst.m file in the root folder of the project.

**Solving task (a), Computer Vision**

Your solution will consist of two blocks:

- The first block will replace the contents of the “flightControlSystem/Image Processing System” block. This block will receive the image data from the downward facing camera on the drone. The output of this block is not constrained as it will be processed by the second block you will design. However, you should be careful with the dimensions of the data being transferred between the two blocks as large amounts of data will slow the control system down.
- The second block will replace the contents of the “flightControlSystem/Flight Control System/Path Planning/Marker Follower” block. This block will receive the data from your first block alongside state data including (not limited to) drone position and orientation and will produce two outputs. The first output is the coordinates vector of the target point for the drone, and the second one is a completion flag. When the completion flag is set, the drone will begin its landing sequence.

**Solving task (b), Control Design**

Your solution will consist of one block which will replace the contents of the “flightController/Flight Controller” block. This block will receive the position waypoint from the machine vision system and state information and will output the motor commands.

In the appendix, we provide a quick guide to modeling and control design for the drone. Moreover, in order to help you test your controllers more easily, a simplified simulated control loop is provided in the Simulink model controllerDesign/Nonlinear_model.slx. This eliminates all higher-level components including computer vision, path planning etc. and just focuses on the control of the drone, which e.g. reduces compilation time.

**Complete solution**

If you choose to develop a complete solution, you will have to provide the blocks for both above-mentioned cases.

**Submission of the simulation components for evaluation**

For your solution to be evaluated you will have to provide the blocks you have created and a script file for any constants. These blocks will then be inserted into their respective places in a clean environment where the simulation will be run. Therefore, changes to the expected inputs and outputs of the blocks or other modifications made to the rest of the project will not be carried over, and if you make any such changes your solution might not work.

**Real-life demonstration**

Optionally, you may choose to also demonstrate a real-life solution of the marker following task, with the actual Parrot Mambo drone. To this end, you should provide a video recording of your drone running the track, as well as any explanations required (max. 4 minutes per video). Try to replicate the simulation task as closely as possible, but otherwise, there are no constraints on this solution. The jury will evaluate the overall quality of your demo and assign the value of the real-time bonus accordingly.